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to the war with France, and were therefore unable to fulfil
their party programme. The death of William and the
accession of Anne effected a great change. /Anne was a
zealous supporter of the High Church party, and her acces-
sion reconciled the Tories to the Crown, removing their
opposition, which did not rest on principle but on personal
hostility to William. The Whigs also were now ready to
postpone further constitutional reforms and to give their
attention to the war, and all were satisfied with the Queen.
She was truly English, with neither the desire nor the need
to advance foreigners and neither the ability nor the foresight
necessary to obstruct the wishes of the country or to impose
her personal designs upon the people. However obstinate
in the defence of her prejudices, she was so easily controlled
by those in her favour that it was said " her ministers and
favourites have an entire credit and full power with her/'
She drew up no treaty of which her ministers were ignorant,
and she would retain no minister in the face of the wishes of
Parliament as William tried to do. Consequently projects
for the further limitation of royal power were abandoned)
Party strife The Tories endeavoured to use their powers against *fneir
" Whig rivals by introducing the Occasional Conformity Bills,
but, owing to the opposition of Marlborough and Godolphin,
they were unsuccessful. While in power from 1705-10 the
Whigs were too fully occupied with the war to undertake
constitutional measures or party revenge, until their foolish
attack upon Sacheverell effected their overthrow.
Unfortunately, no such moderation marked the second
1710-14. great period of Tory power (1710-14), for almost immediately
on taking office Harley and St. John set to work to crush
the Dissenters and to establish, the political power of their
own party. The conclusion of peace made it easier for
them to follow their plans; only dissension in their own
ranks and the needs of providing for the Succession again
restricted their energies. Their primary desire was to
restore tkeir monopoly of political power; they therefore
passed the Occasional Conformity Bill (1711) to prevent
the Whig Dissenters from evading the Corporation and
Test Acts and to force them either to enter the Estab-

